
Possible automation in inventory verification 

1. Introduction 

An inventory audit is defined as the process of assessing the stock maintained in your company’s books 

and comparing it against your physical stock to ensure they match. This process may be conducted 

internally or at the request of an external auditor. Physical counts of inventory are necessary to measure 

and adjust for inventory shrinkage. If you are using auditing measures that are focused on other data or 

have a perpetual inventory system, you may uncover some discrepancies. Physical inventory counts are 

the only way to guarantee to verify these numbers and ensure that shrinkage is accounted for. It will also 

let you know if it's time to perform some inventory reduction to eliminate extra products. 

2. Inventory Verification Process 

Analyze the cutoff-The auditors will examine your procedures for halting any further receiving into the 

warehouse or shipments from it at the time of the physical inventory count, so that extraneous inventory 

items are excluded. They typically test the last few receiving and shipping transactions prior to the physical 

count, as well as transactions immediately following it, to see if you are properly accounting for them. 

Observe the physical inventory count-The auditors want to be comfortable with the procedures you use 

to count the inventory. This means that they will discuss the counting procedure with you, observe counts 

as they are being done, test count some of the inventory themselves and trace their counts to the amounts 

recorded by the company's counters, and verify that all inventory count tags were accounted for. If you 

have multiple inventory storage locations, they may test the inventory in those locations where there are 

significant amounts of inventory. They may also ask for confirmations of inventory from the custodian of 

any public warehouse where the company is storing inventory. 

Testing High-Value items-If there are items in the inventory that are of unusually high value, the auditors 

will likely spend extra time counting them in inventory, ensuring that they are valued correctly, and tracing 

them into the valuation report that carries forward into the inventory balance in the general ledger. 

Test error-prone items-If the auditors have noticed an error trend in prior years for specific inventory 

items, they will be more likely to test these items again. 

Test inventory in transit-There is a risk that you have inventory in transit from one storage location to 

another at the time of the physical count. Auditors test for this by reviewing your transfer documentation. 

Test item costs-The auditors need to know where purchased costs in your accounting records come from, 

so they will compare the amounts in recent supplier invoices to the costs listed in your inventory valuation. 

Review freight costs-You can either include freight costs in inventory or charge it to expense in the period 

incurred, but you need to be consistent in your treatment - so the auditors will trace a selection of freight 

invoices through your accounting system to see how they are handled. 

Analyze finished goods costs-If a significant proportion of the inventory valuation is comprised of finished 

goods, then the auditors will want to review the bill of materials for a selection of finished goods items, 

and test them to see if they show an accurate compilation of the components in the finished goods items, 

as well as correct costs. 



Test work-in-process-If you have a significant amount of work-in-process (WIP) inventory, the auditors 

will test how you determine the percentage of completion for WIP items. 

Review inventory allowances-The auditors will determine whether the amounts you have recorded as 

allowances for obsolete inventory or scrap are adequate, based on your procedures for doing so, historical 

patterns, "where used" reports, and reports of inventory usage (as well as by physical observation during 

the physical count). If you do not have such allowances, they may require you to create them. 

Review inventory ownership-The auditors will review purchase records to ensure that the inventory in 

your warehouse is actually owned by the company (as opposed to customer-owned inventory or inventory 

on consignment from suppliers). 

Review inventory layers-If you are using a FIFO or LIFO inventory valuation system, the auditors will test 

the inventory layers that you have recorded to verify that they are valid. 

 

3. Types: PIV and One time 

There are two types of inventory verification- Perpetual inventory verification and one time inventory 

verification. Perpetual Inventory verification or PIV, as the name suggests is an ongoing inventory 

verification process and the one time inventory verification is done as per the need/requirement. 

a. Perpetual inventory verification (PIV): 

In PIV, at the start of the year, the system stock or the total inventory list of the company is classified into 

A, B, C and if required D class. The classification is based on the value, rate per unit, lead time, material 

type or a combination of these and other such parameters. In general practice, ‘A’ class are high value 

items or items of high importance and hence they are counted more than twice during the year. 

The ratio in which the inventory items of these classes must be covered during the year is decided by the 

organization. Usually the A: B: C class is covered in the ratio 3:2:1. The inventory items are planned for 

verification in such a way that they are covered in the decided ratio.  

Both- auditor and auditee (store in-charge or any authorized signatory present) will sign on all the excel 

sheets (after verification of that line item) and the physical inventory verification sheet after completing 

each sheet. The signature is a proof that both the auditor and auditee agree and are on the same page on 

the quantity for that line item/ inventory items on that sheet.  

Once the physical verification is complete, the data will be updated in soft form, deviations will be 

calculated and circulated with client’s team for reconciliations. 

Deviations, if any, are reconciled within a specified time and finalized. The final deviation is adjusted in 

the system on an ongoing basis at specific periodicity so that the difference between system quantity and 

physical quantity is minimum. 

 

 



b. One time Verification: 

List of the inventory items to be verified is obtained location-wise at the required cut-off date which is 

inclusive of material code, description, system quantity, UOM and other details. Printed excel sheet to 

each auditor is given with details such as control number, date, store location, area/cell/rack number, 

part number, part name, checked quantity with its UOM, number of boxes/trolley and signature to be 

filled in. 

Physical inventory verification starts with the help of in-house team member/stakeholder. 

All the necessary information is filled in each of the columns for each item (if necessary, inter-class 

conversion is done with multiplication factor provided by the client). 

All the information mentioned earlier will be written on the specially prepared excel sheets. 

Both- auditor and auditee (store in-charge or any authorized signatory present) will sign on all the excel 

sheets (after verification of that line item) and the physical inventory verification sheet after completing 

each sheet. The signature is a proof that both the auditor and auditee agree and are on the same page on 

the quantity for that line item/ inventory items on that sheet.  

Once the physical verification is complete, the data will be updated in soft form, deviations will be 

calculated and circulated with client’s team for reconciliations. 

The final deviation is adjusted in the system post approval of concerned authority so that the difference 

between system quantity and physical quantity is minimum. 

 

4. Challenges of inventory verification: 
1. Time consuming: Inventory verification is a time consuming process and also requires a lot of 

planning. 

2. Personnel: It requires major involvement of skilled and unskilled labour which can lead to loss of 

productive time. 

3. Halting operations: If a 100% verification of inventory is to be done, then it may require the 

operations to be halted till the time the verification is completed for an accurate count. 

4. Errors/mistakes: Since it is a time consuming, tedious process there is a high possibility of 

errors/mistakes happening while writing and in turn when updating the data in excel sheets. 

5. Reporting: Due to the errors in counting and manually updating the data in excel sheets later, 

there are chances that the deviations that are derived can be error prone as well. 

To minimize the errors, improving efficiency and speeding up the process, automating the process is 

necessary. 

 

 



5. Automation for inventory verification: 
1. Objective and usage 

a. To develop an automation tool for one-time and perpetual inventory verification 

assignments. 

b. The tool can be used with or without integrating with the ERPs of our customers. 

c. As it is expected to be a cloud-based tool, it can work with the available infrastructure. 

2. Proposed working of the tool in brief 

a. Upload the inventory list on the tool separately for each client/division with A, B, C 

classification with the ratios in which they will be counted at the start of the year/activity. 

b. Select the parts to be counted every day (for PIV) and enter the system and physical 

quantities (either through the tool or provision to upload excel file) for the selected parts 

for that day with remarks against the line item. 

c. Provision for general observations, if any, to be given wherein a brief description can be 

given about the observation and corresponding photo(s) or documents can be attached 

against each of them. 

d. The date on which the inventory item was counted must be captured and displayed as 1st 

count, 2nd count and so on. 

e. Display the number of inventory items to be counted per day against actually getting 

counted and show the deficit (if any) from the target count considering the number of 

holidays/weekly offs. 

f. Provision for reconciliation for each line item and capture the date of reconciliation. 

 

3. Advantages and Disadvantages of automating the process: 

a. For a cloud-based tool, additional infrastructure is not required. 

b. It can work on laptops, desktops, tablets with proper internet connection and if the tool 

has a responsive UI, it can work on mobiles as well. 

c. With all the data being gathered, it will help us analyze the data better and churn out 

better reports. 

d. Manual errors can be reduced- which can happen while typing from a hard copy to soft 

copy or applying formula(e) in excel. 

e. The time required to generate daily/weekly/monthly/quarterly or annual reports will 

reduce to a great extent and the time spent in reviewing them as well. 

f. One-time assignments can finish faster with better efficiency. 

g. Tailor-made reports can be generated for each client. 

h. Proper training is to be given to use the tool and in absence of that, the reports will be 

incorrect. 

i. If the inventory is kept in some remote location where accessing the internet is a 

challenge, then some alternate arrangement must be made. 

 

4. Reports and dashboards 

a. Generating custom reports and dashboards for specific date range is possible. 

b. Report should show the inventory coverage with class, reconciled items, deviation in 

quantity and value (excess and shortage) with ability to drill down into category or 

departments, relevant graphs must be shown and observations for the period. 



 

6. Conclusion: 

It’s important to conduct inventory audits to maintain inventory accuracy, identify shrinkage, and ensure 

that you always have enough (but not too much) stock at any time. Automating the inventory verification 

process will help identify the deviations, if any, faster and with improved efficiency.  Outsourcing 

inventory management and fulfillment to a 3PL can help. They will take measures to keep your inventory 

safe and secure, without you having to do any of the time-consuming work yourself. 
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